BEFORE WE FORGET:

The opening

Lithuanian Pavilion
55th International Art Exhibition —
la Biennale di Venezia
1 June—15 September 2013

30 MAY

17:00—Lia Haraki Tune In, a performance
18:00—Andrius Kraugerys (Anders Kreuger) and Pranciskus Kamacas-Herera (Francisco Camacho Herrera) interpret the commands of Elena Bukreeva and go through the moves of Ritmicheskaya Gimnastika
19:00—18+ (Live)

oO, a Press Conference

om·pha·lo·skep·sis noun\ˌäm(p)-fə-lo-ˈskep-səs\ (ex Vilnius Sling), a cocktail created by David Kasprzak is served

TO REMIND WHAT THIS IS ALL ABOUT
Oo a slightly asymmetric structure conveying uneven, yet mutually open elements — a line with two sides passing through time, body, life and a country or two; drawing on interest in forms of organisation rather than the organisation of forms, it floats like life and plankton

With Liudvikas Buklys, Gintaras Didžiapetris, Jason Dodge, Lia Haraki, Maria Hassabi, Phanos Kyriacou, Myriam Lefkowitz, Gabriel Lester, Elena Narbutaitė, Morten Norbye Halvorsen, Algirdas Šeškus, Dexter Sinister, Constantinos Taliotis, Kazys Varnelis, Natalie Yiaxi, Vytautė Žilinskaitė

Curated by Raimundas Malašauskas

BEFORE AND AFTER THE OPENING

MYRIAM LEFKOWITZ
28 May—5 June
Walk, hands, eyes (Venice) (2013) is a perceptive experience weaving a relation between walking, seeing and touching; for one person and one guide; lasting one hour; in Venice
Guided by Ben Evans, François Sardi, Julie Laporte, Jean Philippe Derail, Esther Salmona, Francesca Cogni, Viktorija Rybakova

Sign up:
chiara.ianeselli@gmail.com
+39 339 888 1654
LIA HARAKI
29 May—2 June, 17:00 (daily)
*Tune In* (2012), a performance where repetition stimulates a kinesthetic response

1 June, 10:00—12:00
*intuNition*, an improvisation workshop for kids

2 June, 10:00—13:00
*intuNition*, an improvisation workshop for adults

Sign up:
cyprus.runner@yahoo.co.uk

MARIA HASSABI
*Intermission* (2013) is a patient exhibition. It’s quiet but not frozen, absent but not ambivalent

29 May—4 June, 11:00—18:00 (daily)
*Intermission #1*
Performed by Paige Martin, Hristoula Harakas and Maria Hassabi

29 May—2 June, 12:00—18:00 (daily)
*Intermission #2*
Performed by various artists

KroOt Juurak, Alex Bailey, Jurgis Paškevičius, Alissa Šnaider and Styrmir Örn Guðmundsson may take you on a guided tour
Rytis Saladžius is a living sculpture wearing masks made by children

www.00-00.co
www.00-00.bo

MINISTRY OF CULTURE
OF THE REPUBLIC
OF LITHUANIA

www.oo-oo.co
www.oo-oo.bo